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STATE FORESTS 14, 22, 23, 39, 49 AND 65 
Partial Revocation of Dedication — Motion 

HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan — Minister for Mental Health) [12.38 pm] — without notice: 
I move — 

That the proposal for the partial revocation of state forests 14, 22, 23, 39, 49 and 65, laid on the table of 
the Legislative Council on Tuesday, 11 August 2015 by command of Her Excellency the Governor, be 
carried out and that the Legislative Assembly be acquainted accordingly. 

These six parcels of land are required for very practical purposes. I will go quickly through these six, because 
I understand that there has been a full briefing offered to the opposition, the Greens and other members, and that 
there have not been any concerns expressed, so I do not want to spend a lot of time on it, except that I feel I must 
at least acknowledge what those six areas of revocation are. 
Area 1 relates to the proposed excision of 1.9645 hectares from state forest 14, with this area being located about 
two kilometres south east of Dwellingup. Main Roads has requested the excision to facilitate the construction of 
a passing lane on the Pinjarra–Williams Road. That is mostly because of the increased volume of traffic—
a number of these relate to this as well—from the Boddington goldmine; in particular, the heavy vehicles. 
Main Roads proposes to construct a passing lane there. I will not go into any more details about that except to 
say that the necessary approvals for the native vegetation clearing et cetera are being undertaken, including 
acquiring a suitable offset with the Department of Environment Regulation.  

Area 2 relates to the proposed excision of 83.9124 hectares from state forest 22. The area is located about 
six kilometres south east of Byford. This is in exchange for some land that WA Bluemetal would provide to the 
state forest with two vegetated freehold properties. The first property is located south of Manjedal Brook. This 
property contains the upper reaches of Whitby Falls and was initially proposed to be quarried. Instead, the 
addition of this 48.6-hectare lot to the adjacent state forest 22 will ensure that Manjedal Brook and the 
downstream Whitby Falls can be managed for conservation and future recreational opportunities. The second lot 
is 363.1 hectares in an area adjacent to Moore River National Park. This area is known to contain 
Carnaby’s black cockatoo foraging and breeding habitat and is an important inclusion into this state’s 
conservation reserve. The land exchange that will take effect is a net benefit to the state of an additional 
327.7 hectares of bushland for conservation and recreation. WA Bluemetal will be required to undertake all the 
necessary environmental assessments and clearing permits and to comply with the necessary approvals required 
by the Department of Lands, which will complete the land exchange. 
Area 3 relates to the proposed excision of 3.0775 hectares from state forest 23. This area is located about 
three kilometres west of Dwellingup. Main Roads has requested this excision to facilitate the widening of a portion 
of Pinjarra–Williams Road between Dwellingup and Teesdale. Again, this is about making this road safer for the 
volume of heavy vehicles connected to the Boddington goldmine. Main Roads proposes to widen the road 
pavement and upgrade the road shoulders, and improve the road geometry to improve safety. Again, all the 
requirements around the environmental impact assessment and the environmental management plan to address the 
environmental effects of this have been addressed by Main Roads’ environmental assessment and approval 
procedure, and Main Roads is addressing the necessary approvals for native vegetation clearing et cetera. 
Area 4 relates to a proposed upgrade to the intersection of Vasse and South Western Highways. This area is 
located about 12 kilometres south of Manjimup. The upgrades require a minor excision from Sir James Mitchell 
National Park and state forest 39, but the combined area of less than 0.4 hectares. The area required from the 
state forest to facilitate this upgrade is 0.0824 hectares. It is mostly about improving the safety of the 
intersection, particularly for vehicles turning right onto Vasse Highway. The proposed construction of a turning 
lane will remove the current practice in which some vehicles cut the corner when turning right into 
Vasse Highway. The Environmental Protection Authority will identify whether an offset for the proposed 
roadworks is required. 
Area 5 relates to a minor excision of 0.5356 hectares from state forest 49. This area is located about 
two kilometres south of Kirup. Main Roads is proposing to upgrade a portion of South Western Highway 
between Mullalyup and Kirup. The upgrades involve extending the northbound passing lane. Main Roads 
anticipates that these upgrades will allow for better separation of cars and trucks travelling north along 
South Western Highway. The Environmental Protection Authority will identify whether an offset for the 
proposed roadworks will be required. 
Area 6 relates to stage 1 of Perth–Darwin national highway. The area in question is located between zero and 
nine kilometres west of Ellenbrook. Main Roads is proposing to construct stage 1 of the Perth–Darwin national 
highway, a new 37 kilometre road link between the intersection of Reid and Tonkin Highways and the town of 
Muchea, north of Perth. The first stage of the Perth–Darwin national highway will join the existing 
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Great Northern Highway at Muchea. Obviously, this is about improving freight capacity, efficiency and 
productivity to reduce heavy vehicle traffic from Great Northern Highway, and in turn improve the amenity for 
the community, tourists and road users, particularly those people travelling through the Swan Valley. The 
excision will require 91.2018 hectares from state forest 65. An excision of about 7.6 hectares from two nature 
reserves has also been requested to facilitate the construction. The excision and road construction will affect the 
Gnangara pine plantation and areas of native vegetation. Late last year the Forest Products Commission 
harvested the areas of pine plantation proposed for excision. Of the 91.2018 hectares proposed to be excised 
from the state forest, 18.19 hectares is mature standing pine, 31.5 hectares is native vegetation, and the 
remaining 41.5 hectares is composed of vegetation regrowth, cleared areas and fallow land. Main Roads is 
addressing the environmental impacts of this project through the environmental approvals required under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986 and the commonwealth’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999. Offsets associated with the environmental impact and native vegetation clearing for the 
Perth–Darwin national highway will be assessed as part of the environmental approvals process. 
All six proposals have the support of the Forest Products Commission, the Department of Lands and the relevant 
local government authorities. They have also been endorsed by the Conservation Commission of 
Western Australia, the vesting body for state forests. The excisions from Sir James Mitchell National Park and 
the two nature reserves in Ellenbrook are being progressed under the Land Administration Act 1997. 
I recommend this revocation proposal to the house and ask members to support it. 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West) [12.46 pm]: I rise to put the opposition’s position on this motion. We are 
dealing with six partial excisions from state forests 14, 22, 23, 39, 49 and 65, totalling around 181 hectares of land. 
This is a sizeable area of land. One proposal relates to the construction of the Perth–Darwin national highway 
stage 1. Four proposals relate to widening and upgrading existing roads by Main Roads Western Australia. All of 
these proposals will result in vegetation clearing. The purpose of the roadworks is to make the road safer. Members 
on this side of the house strongly support matters of road safety and therefore do not oppose the partial revocations. 
It is understood that offsets are to be provided, and I will come back to this shortly. 

The other proposal involves the excision of about 83.9 hectares from state forest 22, located about six kilometres 
south east of Byford. WA Bluemetal owns and operates the granite quarry located west of state forest 22 and is 
seeking to excise about 83.9 hectares of state forest adjacent to its quarry for further extraction of blue metal—
a critical resource for road construction and one that we are in short supply of, so I understand the need for this. 
We are told that WA Bluemetal will provide land offsets involving two areas of native bushland that will be 
added to the lands managed by the Department of Parks and Wildlife and will provide, we are told, a net benefit 
to the state of the addition of 327.7 hectares of bushland with conservation and recreational value. We have not 
been told whether alternative sites exist for the extraction of blue metal that would not involve the destruction of 
83 hectares of native vegetation. Members on this side of the house would certainly like that matter clarified. 
WA Bluemetal has indicated that it wants this land and state bureaucrats have negotiated the two offsets. 
However, we do not know whether alternatives were explored. 

The opposition remains concerned about the lack of transparency with land offsets and maintains that the state 
needs to establish a register of offset proposals. The register would provide greater transparency and a check that 
land is not double-counted as an offset. It would provide assurance that measures have been taken to ensure the 
long-term protection and viability of the offset land. It would provide certainty as to what the offset relates to 
and that the standard of the offset is equivalent to the land lost through the partial revocation. The government 
has said that the offsets provide a net benefit to the state; however, the basis on which this is assessed is not 
always clear and is sometimes questionable. Having a state register would go a long way to addressing concerns 
and providing greater transparency. I urge the government to give serious consideration to an offset register. 

It is questionable whether the offsets for the excision from state forest 22 are of comparable vegetation type. The 
vegetation type that will be lost is underrepresented in the conservation estate and therefore it is arguable that it 
is more valuable and greater than that which will be provided by the land offsets. That is a matter of some 
concern, although the opposition notes that there are some benefits through the land offsets. 

Of the land to be excised for the Perth–Darwin highway, 19 hectares is pine plantation or former pine plantation. 
As members would know, the state has entered into two state agreement acts in relation to the provision of pine 
to two WA pine businesses. The decision to remove the pines from Gnangara water mound, a number of partial 
revocations of state forest over numerous years and no government action to replace and make available more 
land for pine plantations has resulted in a significant diminution of pine resource. This is of significant concern 
to industry, as it is unlikely that the government will be able to continue to meet its obligations under those state 
agreement acts, yet there does not appear to be any action by the government to address this very real concern of 
those companies with those state agreement acts. What we are continually seeing are more partial revocations of 
state forests that include pine plantation land without any government action to address that impending shortfall 
of pine, and that is clearly known throughout industry and government. I would welcome the government taking 
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this opportunity to put on the record what it is doing to address that shortage of pine resource in this state and 
how it will manage our obligations under the state agreement acts to deliver that resource. Having said that, 
I repeat that the opposition supports road safety measures. It is clear that they are a priority and the opposition 
does not oppose the partial revocations of these items of state forest land. 

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [12.52 pm]: I add that the Greens also support the motion. 
I appreciate opposition comments that we need an offset register, and this is a good opportunity to remind the 
government that it has a big responsibility in this matter. However, in my briefing, it appeared that the majority 
of the changes were related to road safety, and we could not see a problem with that. It is bittersweet to see any 
kind of clearing at this time when habitat, particularly Carnaby’s black cockatoo foraging habitat, is critical, but 
these partial revocations will affect only tiny slivers along many of our roads to improve road safety at this time. 
The Greens do not oppose the motion, but agree that there needs to be tighter controls on the loss of vegetation, 
and that even though in some cases it might be absolutely necessary, we need to ensure that offsets are 
appropriately located in places that are comparable to the places that we are losing. 
Question put and passed. 
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